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TTF’s Advisory Group

Meeting Notes
October 13th, 2022, held on Zoom from 4pm to 5pm

Attendees - all are members of TTF’s Advisory Group, see here

● John Howard, Advisory Group Chair

● David Pitt-Watson

● Mark Bishop

● Martin White

● Mike O’Dwyer

● JB Beckett

+ Andy Agathangelou, Founder of TTF

Key discussion areas

Introductions in relation to new Advisory Group meeting member, Mike O’Dwyer

● Thank you for joining the team, Mike

● We’re also very appreciative of new member Greg LeRoy, unable to be with us today

Discussion of notes from last meeting, held on August 11th

● Approved, the notes will be published on our website

https://www.transparencytaskforce.org/advisory-group/

https://www.transparencytaskforce.org/advisory-group/
https://www.transparencytaskforce.org/advisory-group/
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Discussion about the libel/slander risk that TTF is exposed to

● The issue is the risk of TTF being exposed to risk caused by other the statements/actions

of others, particularly at our events

● TTF should be pragmatic and take what steps it can to mitigate risk of litigation

● It is unrealistic to try to be bullet-proof on this matter; the very nature of what we are

and what we do means we will always tend to be edgy

● TTF likely to be deemed to be a ‘publisher’ once it circulates recording of its events

● TTF should distance itself from actions/statements of others that could be problematic

as soon as possible, i.e. immediately afterwards e.g. “that may be your opinion, it isn’t

the opinion of TTF”

● TTF should consider deleting potentially problematic statements prior to finalising the

edit of event recordings

● TTF should be mindful of proximity of what we discuss at events to ongoing legal cases,

so that we don’t inadvertently weaken the pro-consumer case - sub judice

● Honest opinions must be expressed honestly; if not that could be slander/libel

● Action for Andy: Finalise wording to incorporate into the event booking process

Discussion about the Panorama Programme ‘The Billion Pound Savings Scandal”

● It was broadcasted on Tuesday, 16th August, 9pm to 10pm

● It was about the Blackmore Bond Scandal and the wider FCA regulatory failure issues

● BBC1, full one hour documentary

● 4 Zoom meetings were scheduled after it, to help turn the publicity into campaign

momentum; all went well

○ One was immediately after the Panorama Programme, at 10pm

○ One was the morning after, aimed at media and Parliamentarians

○ The two others on the Wednesday, one in the afternoon, one in the evening,

aimed at Parliamentarians and other stakeholders including Blackmore Bond

victims and other scam victims

● The YouTube version of the Programme has had over 51,000 views at the time of writing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ix5wR-v3tQ&t=66s

● We do not know how many people watched it live or on catch-up on the BBC itself

● Overall, the Panorama programme has been a landmark success for TTF, as it showcased

○ Our work building relationships with and collaborating with Parliamentarians

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ix5wR-v3tQ&t=66s
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○ Our work building relationships with and collaborating with individuals and

organisations that have suffered as a consequence of failure by the FCA -

particularly the Blackmore Bond victims

○ Our work acting as secretariat to the APPG on Personal Banking and Fairer

Financial Services, in relation to its Call for Evidence about the FCA

https://appgonpersonalbankingandfairerfinancialservices.org/call-for-evidence-a

bout-the-fca

○ Our inaugural Rally for Better Financial Regulation https://trfbfr.org/

Discussion about the Letters to MPs Campaign and the FS&M Bill

● We used a ‘ letters to MPs campaign’ to convert the publicity from Panorama into

campaign momentum

● At the time of writing over 300 letters have been sent to MPs

● They are designed to draw attention to the Panorama programme and catastrophic

failure of the FCA to provide an appropriate degree of consumer protection

● The letters highlight the FCA’s shortcomings and promote TTF’s proposed amendments

in relation to the Financial Service & Markets Bill

● There are 3 variants:

https://www.transparencytaskforce.org/letters-to-mps-about-blackmore-bond/

● This is an ongoing project; we are losing with campaign groups to promote the letters to

MPs initiative via their membership

Discussion about the Financial Services & Markets Bill

● A very significant Bill; rewriting of the FS rules post Brexit

● It is vital TTF works hard to do a good job engaging with whichever Parliamentarians

become members of Bill’s Committee

● We are seeking to work with a range of Parliamentarians

● There will be one engagement strategy for MPs, another for Peers

● We have recently made a detailed written submission to the Bill and are actively

engaging with various Parliamentarians that may wish to support our proposed

amendments. This is now a major part of our present campaign activity

Discussion about the Sunday Times article

https://appgonpersonalbankingandfairerfinancialservices.org/call-for-evidence-about-the-fca
https://appgonpersonalbankingandfairerfinancialservices.org/call-for-evidence-about-the-fca
https://trfbfr.org/
https://www.transparencytaskforce.org/letters-to-mps-about-blackmore-bond/
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● Mark Steward, The Head of Enforcement at the FCA, was featured in a Sunday Times

article where he blamed the Government for not giving the FCA sufficient powers to deal

with the Blackmore Bond scandal

● The first version of the headline which reflected the ‘it’s the government’s fault’

narrative was then changed to this:

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/theres-no-such-thing-as-a-risk-free-investment-says-

regulator-f56bpwpd6

● TTF responded immediately and very strongly to what was claimed, as it was factually

incorrect. Our views were picked up by the media and we made various

Parliamentarians aware that the Government was being blamed for the FCA’s failings

● The inaccuracy of Mark Steward’s comments is an ongoing issue that we are focusing

attention on

● There is also inaccuracy/a misleading tone in the information HM Treasury has been

sharing with some Parliamentarians about Blackmore Bond and the FCA

● We know this because of some of the responses that have been received in relation to

the MPs letters campaign; they have been shared with us

● These inaccuracies are going to be firmly rebutted by TTF; an ongoing initiative that is

being supported by a TTF volunteer who is a compliance consultant

Discussion about the meeting held on September 15th in Parliament

● Held in Committee Room 6 at the Palace of Westminster

● It was to discuss the Panorama programme and the opportunities for reform through

the Financial Services & Markets Bill amongst Parliamentarians and other key

stakeholders including some of the Blackmore Bond victims

● We promoted the 3 amendments TTF wants through Mark Bishop explaining the 3

amendments TTF are proposing via a pre-recorded video

○ Removal of the FCA’s protection from Civil Liability

○ New body to be created to provide greater scrutiny/accountability of the FCA

○ A proper Duty of Care

● The Phillips Trust Corporation issue is an example that shows why a Duty of Care is

needed

● It is important TTF navigates the Parliamentary processes around the FS&M Bill as well

as possible

Discussion about the FCA’s Annual Public Meeting

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/theres-no-such-thing-as-a-risk-free-investment-says-regulator-f56bpwpd6
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/theres-no-such-thing-as-a-risk-free-investment-says-regulator-f56bpwpd6
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● Perhaps 50%, or even more, of the questions the FCA responded to were from TTF

members

● TTF was mentioned directly by Nikhil Rathi, CEO of the FCA. The context was ‘we get lots

of input from TTF on a wide range of issues’

● We think TTF was the only/one of the only organisations mentioned

● It can be watched here: https://www.fca.org.uk/events/annual-public-meeting-2022

Discussion about TTF’s range of activities

● The document setting out our range of activities has been updated and circulated to the

Advisory Group members

● TTF is still doing too much and needs to be yet more focused

● Our general direction of travel is to focus more and more on helping to fix what’s wrong

with the FCA, on the basis that if the FCA was doing a good job, most of the issue we are

concerned about would be properly dealt with

● Andy Agathangelou finds it difficult to say no to helping when issues arise - it’s

challenging to ‘think with your head’ when your heart knows there is so much that

needs doing, where people are being seriously harmed

● However, Andy Agathangelou needs to get better at deciding what to do/what not to do;

a more disciplined approach is needed; better consideration of ‘opportunity cost’

● “Pistol shot” is better than “scatter gun”

● Andy Agathangelou needs to get better at saying “yes, but not now” or better still “no”

● Andy Agathangelou still working too many hours, not sustainable, poor work/life balance

Discussion about TTF membership

● TTF needs to move from being a community organisation and more of a membership

organisation

● We need to firm up our approach to membership

● To become financially viable, we need to stop giving away so much for free

● We will be publishing a ‘value proposition’ using a table that lists what the benefits are

of being a member of TTF beyond the satisfaction of supporting the cause

● TTF needs to become more commercially-minded to help increase the chance of its

survival

Discussion about Woodford Campaign Group and the Facebook Group

● The Woodford Campaign Group we launched is getting established

https://www.fca.org.uk/events/annual-public-meeting-2022
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● We recently launched its Facebook Group, having recruited and trained volunteers to

become Moderators and Administrators

● Membership is already about 15, and continues to grow

● The idea of Facebook groups could be applied to other TTF groups - we are likely to

move in this direction as once Facebook Groups they are set up they are relatively low

maintenance, assuming we have good volunteers in place who are acting as moderators

and administrators

Discussion about the APPG on Personal Banking and Fairer Financial Services

● It continues to evolve well

● Mark Bishop routinely writes a (very good) APPG Newsletter

● Ongoing relationship-building and relationship management

● A very major piece of work is underway - the report from the Call for Evidence about the

FCA

● It will be a substantial document with great potential for impact

Violation Tracker UK; and how it can be used in relation to the awarding of public contracts

● If all public bodies checked VT UK to see the violations profile of potential suppliers

before awarding contracts, it would positively influence market conduct

● Important topic - parked until next meeting

Discussion about the idea of TTF creating a charity

● There has not been the bandwidth or financial resource to progress this

● The catch 22 is that if we had funding we could have more staff, more bandwidth

● If TTF were to create a charity entity it would need to be an educational charity

● Action: Andy to look into what restrictions to campaigning there might be if TTF became

a charity/if we set up a separate charitable entity

● Action: Andy to reach out to potential backers to explore the extent to which TTF

becoming a charity/having a separate charity entity would make a difference to their

willingness to fund

End.


